
 
Full Match Report: Cecil Donne Cup and Beaumont Bowl 
 
The following report has appeared on the Jostle intranet site of the Hon. Sec.'s firm: 
 
The firm's crew – Abi, Ella, Jim, Marc, Matt and Sam – assembled for a fuelling BBQ 
at Hayling Island on Friday 6th July to race on Eagle. As the dog watch ended and 
the colours came down, the Ship’s Senior Medical Officer, Ella, ordered splicing the 
main brace (beer and rum) and prescribed a meal of vitamins and protein with limited 
uptake of carbohydrate. Abi attempted to go swimming but instead got stuck in very 
slimy mud.  
 
Half way through the first watch, at 2200, the crew settled down in their berths, the 
foremast jacks, Ella and Abi, in the forepeak, the mids, Marc and Sam in the saloon, 
the skip, Jim, in the quarter berth and Matt on watch, in a horizontal fashion, up on 
deck.  
 
Upon a loud sounding of the theme tune to Captain Pugwash half way through the 
middle watch at 0200, the crew were up and alert. After checks on all the ship’s 
systems including activation of the navigation and steaming lights, at 0300 Eagle set 
off at a low trotting pace – 4 knots – into the pitch black of night.  
 
At the bow, Sam was spotting for obstacles with the searchlight, Matt was at the 
helm and Marc and Abi stood at the stern in charge of the pilotage, the detailed plan 
for navigating past all of the lights along the narrow Sweare Deep and Emsworth 
channels out to sea: first the Northney port post winking red four times, next the 
Sweare Deep port post itself winking three red, North East Hayling winking two red, 
then Marker starboard winking green. With Marc taking up a transit of 170 degrees 
magnetic on the hand bearing compass to the two constant reds on Hayling Island 
Sailing Club, first light could be seen in the sky in the North East and we were soon 
out at sea.  
 
Sam was busy. Very busy. Orders had been given to serve bacon and egg rolls. No 
finer bacon and egg rolls have ever been prepared at sea and a fine chef Sam 
turned out to be. Tea followed. Mainly tea. One or two had coffee.  
 
Soon, a ship was spotted making way and dredging, a white steaming light and 
starboard hand light supplemented by three vertically aligned red lights. And then the 
first yacht, the first of over a thousand we would see that day.  
 
With Marc at the helm and Jim acting as navigator, as the morning watch started at 
0400 at West Pole, the rest of the crew went off watch down below for forty winks. 
With diligent guidance past the Winner and through the Dolphin, Spithead Fort was 
soon abeam, near Portsmouth, the new carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth clearly in sight 
at her berth. After Gilkicker Point, Marc conned the ship forwards towards Osborne 
Bay, Queen Victoria’s splendid summer home, Osborne House seen nicely above 
the trees. Once past East Ryde Middle, we snooped into to Norris on the northern 
shore of the island near Cowes. We edged forward towards Prince Consort, near the 
start line, like a racehorse going to inspect the first jump at Aintree.  
 



 
And now it was busy, very busy, with over 1,200 yachts with about 12,000 crew 
aboard all vying for position at the start line. Chaos, but chaos subject to rules, 
chaotic rules but rules nevertheless. We managed not to hit anyone.  
 
The first start went off at 0630 and we waited in a quiet spot North of the Bramble 
Bank, half way up to the Hamble, for our countdown. The warning signal for our start, 
Division 7, was fired from one of the bronze cannons at the Royal Yacht Squadron, 
on the front in Cowes, at 0750. This gave us five minutes to get into a suitable 
position to turn our engine off. The Outer Distance Mark, a large anchored motor 
boat, was spotted near the Thorn Bank and suddenly, at 0755, our engine was off as 
the Blue Peter was raised for our division; the genoa was unfurled and we were 
under sails alone. A Force 2 south westerly puffed slowly up the Solent under a blue 
sky as we carefully manoeuvred among the 250 yachts all wrestling with each other 
to obtain the perfect start at the same time as us.  
 
With the increasing ebb tide pushing us forwards towards the line it was a tricky 
matter not to be pushed over early. With the Blue Peter down at another cannon shot 
from the shore at 0759 we were in an ideal position, held back though by a boat 
called Tuna Bay in a give-way position to us to windward. In we heaved the main 
and genoa and to another cannon shot we were off, right at the front of our division: 
a perfect start. Later we learned that Tuna Bay, only 15 feet in front of us, had been 
over the line at the start and had been fined 5% of her race time, so we were 
probably the leading “legal” boat off the line at 0800.  
 
Our upwind crew from the line at Cowes consisted of: Sam, up front at bow, a keen 
spotter of yachts, wind and everything nautical; Matt as the cockpit chief, busy all the 
time; Ella as genoa grinder/trimmer; Abi as navigator in charge of current and wind, 
Marc on the mainsheet and traveller plus working with Abi on the wind and current; 
and Jim on the wheel. We zoomed along at impressive speed in the light airs, with 
the weight low in the boat to increase the waterline length, soon catching a number 
of supposedly faster boats from division 6, tacking backwards and forwards between 
port and starboard, trying to keep roughly to the centre of the channel where Abi and 
Marc had calculated the most favourable pushing current to be.  
 
We were riding along nicely, normally at 3 to 4 knots, constantly placed between 5th 
and 7th in division 7D. At Newtown, we hugged the shore to collect the wind skirting 
round a useful hill and kept on with useful progress. At Yarmouth, the impressive 
concrete edifice of Hurst Castle came into view on the horizon; but with the current 
now slowing, so did our pace both along the water due to the lower apparent wind 
and along the land.  
 
Progress became difficult west of Hurst, a narrowing in the Solent, as the current 
began to push against us. We were racing against the elements, in a race just to get 
out of the Solent. Behind, a swarm of hundreds of yachts were left stranded by the 
tidal gate closing at Hurst in the increasingly adverse current and they were all 
forced to retire as they would never fetch the Needles.  
 
As the forenoon watch ended, Eagle was battling ever more tenaciously to fetch the 
Needles against increasingly adverse current and less and less wind. On three 
occasions, we snuck over and closely investigated the notorious Shingle Bank, a 
hazard known to catch out the unwary on this race in previous years, requiring the 



 
assistance of Yarmouth Lifeboat for a tow off the bottom. In the very shallow water, 
the adverse current was less so, but the depth something to monitor most closely. 
Sam and Ella were constantly watching the slot, driving the maximum aerodynamic 
power out of Eagle, with the telltales all streaming correctly, Marc making constant 
delicate adjustments to the traveller to maximise power too. The prop was feathered 
and the rudder smoothly used.  
 
After an epic battle which saw hundreds more yachts fall behind and retire without 
rounding the Needles, not far into the afternoon watch we took our chance. A puffing 
lift to the wind accelerated the boat up to 4.5 knots over the water and we shot 
across sideways to the south and out past the Needles, out of the Solent and into the 
Channel. The Varvassi Wreck was missed, only just according to the GPS and 
indeed to the crew, who felt no bumps, and now we were on a nice reach, cantering 
along with the current at 5.5 knots over the water, 7.5 knots over the ground.  
 
As the skip went off watch, Matt took over as the downwind helm and the boat was 
whisking along at a nice speed through Freshwater Bay south of the island towards 
St Catherine’s Point. The outhaul, kicker and main halyard were loosened to 
increase the curvature and thus power in the sails and we were roaring along. But as 
the afternoon watch ended and the first dog watch approached we became 
becalmed, or virtually so.  
 

 
Eagle's huge "Sigma 33 Killer", brought boat speed up from 0.0 to 0.5 knots! 



 
 
The skip was called up on deck and the order was given to launch the Sigma 33 
Killer, a masthead sail so large that Eagle is capable in light airs even of overtaking a 
relatively fast but fractional-rig Sigma 33, which can only carry a spinnaker just over 
half the size.  
 
With Sam on bow, connecting up the windward guy to the pole, Jim on mast to 
control the spinnaker boom mast end and sweat the halyard, Marc on the lightweight 
sheet, Ella at the Pit to work the up and downhauls to controls the fore-end of the 
pole as well as trim the guy, Abi on the halyard tail and Matt on the wheel, the order 
was given to hoist Eagle's secret weapon, the so-called S33K. Round came the guy 
as the kite popped out of its bag, Jim sweated the sheet like a crazy steeplejack and 
Abi hoofed in the tail. Thus, up went the kite, huge and powerful, with a tremendous 
text-book launch of which everyone in the WC1 post code must be very proud.  
 
Our speed increased from 0.0 knots to 0.1 knots, then in a small puff to 0.5! 
 
We held on. And on. And on. England scored twice. On we went, creeping forward in 
virtually a flat calm, tenacious and diligent. Soon it was clear we had after half an 
hour, gained at least ten feet on the two boats next to us.  
 
On we went. Slowly. Slowly and surely.  
 

 
Eagle's crew celebrating the proud hoist of the Red Duster - retirement at St Catherine's Point 

But it was no good: a common-sense check showed that we were not going to make 
it all the way round the island to finish the race back at Cowes by the 2200 race cut-
off.  



 
 
A debate was had. Slowly. And surely. All opinions on the weather, speed, direction 
and all things nautical were given. At length, further opinions were taken and the 
debate moved forwards to a vote. Eagle snuffled forwards slowly. 
 
A motion was proposed to raise the colours, namely the Red Duster at the stern, 
ensign of the British fleets, still worn by HMS Warrior and the senior ensign 160 
years ago when she was launched.  
 
The motion was seconded.  
 
The vote was carefully taken and counted by the tellers as unanimous: the colours 
were proudly raised, under international practice immediately signalling the ship then 
to be either cruising or in battle rather than racing. In other words, raising of the 
colours signalled our sad but trusty retirement from the race to all those left around 
us.  
 
The donkey was started, the sails furled and dowsed and the bubbles opened.  
 
The ship’s log contains an entry at 1645 stating: “Half a mile abeam St Catherine’s 
Point lighthouse, retired from RTI”.  
 

 
Eagle's crew in RTI (L-R): Sam (bow), Matt (cockpit chief), Ella (trim), Jim (mast and skip), Abi (navigator), Marc (mainsheet) 

 


